
To the Cast and Parents of Oklahoma! 

GET READY FOR COMMEMORATE 20 YEARS OF OLV THEATRE WITH 

THIS CLASSIC RODGERS AND HAMMERSTEIN SHOW!   

Lots of high flying square dance music and some of the most beautiful ballads ever 

written are a part of this show! 

Oklahoma! is the first musical written by the team of composer Richard Rodgers and 

librettist Oscar Hammerstein II. The musical is based on Lynn Riggs' 1931 play, Green 

Grow the Lilacs. Set in Oklahoma Territory outside the town of Claremore in 1906, it 

tells the story of cowboy Curly McLain and his romance with farm girl Laurey Williams. A secondary romance concerns cowboy 

Will Parker and his flirtatious fiancée, Ado Annie.  It is also a historic account about Oklahoma becoming a State! 

Show Dates: Oklahoma! will be presented on Friday, November 3 at 7 p.m.; Saturday, November 4 at 5:30 p.m. and Sunday, 

November 7 at 2 p.m., in the GYM. 

First of all congratulations and welcome to the cast of Oklahoma!  We are loaded with talent at OLV, and the competition for key roles 

was is always extremely competitive! We have a cast of 57 strong with veterans and some newocomers, which I am delighted about! 

Please know that casting takes in a wide number of considerations, including your audition, how you fit with other characters, and grade 

mix among other things—this time PREPARATION for the audition was also factored in. Please know that your talent is recognized and 

so many factors go into casting. The decisions are always very difficult for me. Please trust that we have a vision for this show that will 

feature all members of our cast in a very dynamic and fun way!  Okalahoma  is truly an ensemble show, complete with, romance, lots 

of comedy, and lots of western and square dance style numbers, and memorable ballads that are beautiful.  Also it is the true story of a 

territory becoming a State and the rivalry between ranchers and farmers.   We need everyone to create this show based on this timeless 

Rodgers and Hammerstein classic—the expectations are high, and we WILL meet the challenge!  This show will be extra special as this 

is the first major musical we did at OLV—we will be inviting alumni from the original production along with all Drama and OLV 

alumni as recognized special guests!  As in all the shows at OLV, I hope to provide you all with a meaningful theatrical experience and 

to give everyone as much stage time as possible. The show allows us to rehearse in groups and to be featured in specific musical numbers 

and scenes—this will make rehearsals more meaningful and efficient. The more you come to your called rehearsals the more significant 

your role sometimes becomes as we select some featured parts at rehearsals. I HOPE YOU WILL ENJOY YOUR ROLE, AND BEING A 

PART OF THIS WONDERFUL, VIBRANT SHOW. I think you will whatever the role! Thank you for auditioning!  Oklahoma! is NOT a 

one person show—it is a vibrant ensemble show with cast members CONSTANTLY moving in and out. You all are a vital part of bringing 

Oklahoma! to life! You will definitely enjoy the wonderful music, choreography, comedy, and being a part of a great true classic 

musical—and even a little stage combat and rope twirling-- with a nostalgic walk down memory lane as we bring back this show to OLV 

in a revival!—Please be prepared to be challenged—we are a big enough cast to make a big impact, yet small enough to give all of you 

a significant amount of stage time!  The adults in this show are PUMPED about working with you! 

Here are some things to keep in mind: 

 We are going to be moving fast—so please treat rehearsal time seriously, and learn your music and lines as soon as possible.

 You ALL are going to be busy—the show moves fast—and we have the challenge of making a Rodgers and Hammerstein Broadway

classic come to life!

 SOME lines, solos, and features will be assigned AT REHEARSALS—so it REALLY PAYS TO BE THERE!

 Please trust that you will learn more about your part at rehearsals AND DO NOT UNDERESTIMATE IT!—I have cast it to allow

everyone to have substantial stage time. Once I get the materials to you, as always, it will make more sense.

 Regardless of your part, you are either part of the “Ranchers” or Cowmen” or “Farmers”

 Everyone is in the opening (“Oh What a Beautiful Mornin’”) and closing number (“Oklahoma”), and, everyone is in the show-stopping

square dance number “The Farmer and the Cowman.”   In addition, EVERYONE will appear in “The Dream Ballet” where the lead

character Laurey dreams she marries the villain Jud—it is literally a play within a play.  All of you have at least one additional big

number or scene you are additionally featured in—that means you will be front and center and do something special in the scene

or number:  “Kansas City,” “Many a New Day,” Out of My Dreams,”  It’s a Scandal,” and “All ‘er Nuthin’.”  Still others will have

solo numbers and very small ensemble number. Simply read the rehearsal schedule carefully for a full breakdown on who is called and in

what scene.

 HERE ARE THE FIRST FEW REHEARSALS!  PLEASE READ CAREFULLY—THE SCHEDULE WILL BE LISTED BY

CHARACTER IN THE FUTURE.:

 Thursday, September 14: 3:30-5:00 p.m.—start in Gym: FIRST REHEARSAL.  Need full cast for organizational meeting and to

begin going over the music and story—possible choreography start.

 Friday, September 15:  3:30-4:30 p.m.--start in Gym: Need Curly, Laurey, Ado Annie, Will Parker, Aunt Eller, Jud Fry, Ali

Hakim, Andrew Carnes, Ike Skidmore for basic character reviews and music—some staging!

A PARENT MEETING IS SCHEDULED FOR SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 24 FROM 2-3 P.M. IN THE SOCIAL HALL--THE CAST 

WILL REHEARSE AT THAT TIME TOO!  WE NEED PARENTAL HELP ON ALL OUR COMMITTEESS If you would like to go 

ahead and volunteer for a committee, please contact our Production Steering Team:  Cathy Hayhurst 563-0800/ krhcrh90@bellsouth.net ; 

Mary Ann Beland (256) 604-9946/ mdbeland@charter.net ; Shea Enslen 276-1866/ clemom@charter.net ; or Kristy Gray 919-0341/ 

ourgrayfamily5@gmail.com.  Please make every effort to be there—let Mr. Bridges know if you cannot (this is the policy for ALL 

rehearsals—communication is vital.   My e-mail is mbridges@olvsch.com and [phone is 991-5963; ext. 239! ALL roles are vital to the 

success of the show. Not everyone necessarily has lines or solo, but everyone will be involved in a big way—all lines will be assigned as 

we stage the scenes either during or prior to rehearsals. Obviously some roles are bigger than others— Not everyone will be called to every 

rehearsal, but we need to learn this music fast early on--do come to rehearsal when you are called unless you have a legitimate conflict! 

REMEMBER WITH A SHOW LIKE Oklahoma!, THE SHOW IS ONLY SUCCESSFUL IF THE CAST PERFORMS AS AN 

ENSEMBLE!  This and all future schedules will come home on most Fridays and be posted on our Web Site! 
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